YOU’RE HEADING TO THE GOPHER DAIRY CAMP, NOW

What to pack?

____Clipping clothes (clothes that can get dirty)
____Show Clothes (white pants, white shirt, show boots)
____Shower Shoes
____Toiletries
____Towel
____Soap
  ____Tooth Brush
  ____Tooth Paste
  ____Shampoo Conditioner
  ____etc.
____Regular clothes 2 sets
____Everyday Shoes
____Blanket/Sleeping Bag
____Sun Screen
____Spending Money for Twins Game and TCF Bank Stadium (optional)

Fitting Supplies if you own
____Clippers
____Brushes
____Black Magic
____Clear Magic
____Firm Grip powder
____Blow Drier

Bailey Hall supplies a pillow and sheets
Gopher Dairy Camp is not responsible for lost or stolen electronics campers may bring them if they want but they are not encouraged.